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In spite of these problems, the book is definitely recommended reading for any 
computer scientist who wants to understand formal logic. It can also be recommen- 
ded to the reader with some basic knowledge of formal logic, who should be able 
to deepen his understanding. With its semantic apprciach and the fr $:quent dis- 
cussions of the ideas behind the technical detail, the book contains the framework 
for an excellent introduction to logic. It is a pity that the author did not mana 
keep the levels of both ri our and clarity consistently hi h. Nevertheless, the result 
still is a good book well worth recommending. 
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the most prevalent logic programmin 
intended to support parallel evaluation. 
in that it is specifically 
Earl? attempts to run PROLOG programs eficiently on parallel machines were 
unsuccessful. The advantage of continuing to use PROL~ as the programming 
hould have been that programs coufd be ported unchanged to a parallel 
here they would run more quickly. In practice, the advantage was that 
programs written in PROLOG to run on a parallel machine could be ported unchanged 
to a serial machine where they would run more quickly. nte design of PARLOC~ 
attempted to remove some of the hinderances to paraJJet evatuation imposed by the 
semantics of YROL~~G: in particular the need to have a (logically at least) separate 
environment of variable bindings for each parattsl thread of computation. 
PARLOG has been a very influential language-the Japanese 5th generation com- 
puter project initially struggled to try to implement fult PRoLcx+tike tan 
later designed and implemented GHC, a new tanguage which was clearly heavily 
influenced by PARLOG. Other variants have been produced by research 
the world. 
This bo& Es extremely well written; it is one oft 2.5 on a programming 
language J have read. It begins with a succinct but ion to 
logic programming and its mathematical foundations. pages 
specificatty on PARLOG. A major problem in describing a programming language is 
how to introduce the many interwoven concepts involved one or two at a rime SO 
as not to swamp the reader; Co&m achieves this admirably. He begins by describing 
simple PARLOG programs and then moves on to concurrent programming techniques. 
The ideas are highlighted by carefully chosen, and well-expIained examples. 1 
particularly liked the way in which a single example would be used through a 
chapter, being extended and modified to illustrate different points and language 
features. me one quibble i have is that the code of an example simulation program 
is sytem-dependent and should only be used with great care. 
One problem with this book is that the bibliography is extremely limited: it 
contains only five books and no papers. Sor are any of these books referenced in 
the body of the text. This is highlighted when at one point in the text the reader is 
encouraged to read about difference lists in the literature but no references a
In the later chapters, concurrent programmin is treated in some depth. 
is a very rich language for the concurrent programmer, supporting a wide variety 
of synchronisation and communication strategies. The advantages of the dyn 
concurrency model provided by P~Mu_o~[~ over other more static concurrency m 
such as CX-C.W are obvious. fonlon shows how the logic variable can be used as 
an extremely versatile communic3tions t only can it be created dynamically. 
but it can be shared by rs and writers. For the concurrent 
programmer, the advanta ; over PROLiXi are obvious: PRO~AW~ has no 
features to support concurrency. Tire disadvantages of PARLOG over parailel PROLOG- 
like languages are also obvious: the programmer is burdened with far more worries: 
mode declarations, organising the synchronisation and communication between 
concurrent processes and deadlock detection. The programmer also loses a great 
deal of expressiveness. Mode declarations, which restrict the patterns of unification 
of logic variables, rule out the database style of many PROLOG applications. A 
programmer must write different sets of rules for each particular mode of use of a 
predicate, even though declaratively all the sets are the same and so need only be 
written once in ~RQLC#D. 
The committed choice nondeterminism approach of PARLOG (only one rule is 
selected, and once selected it is never retracted b also mitigates against those applica- 
tions where a set of results is required: for example in a database join. 
The overall effect of these restrictions is illustrated in the book by those examples 
which are presented in both PROLOG and PARLXXX the PRCN_OG programs are often 
considerably shorter and easier to read as they are far more declarative; PARLOO 
not only provides the programmers with the means to organise concurrency, it forces 
them to do it. So the programmer gains in expressiveness in the area of concurrency, 
but loses it in those areas in which logic programming is so powerful: the ability 
to write declarative rules which express relationships without worrying about !WJ+ 
these rules will be used operationally. 
PARLOG was designed as a parallel programming language. e weakness of 
this book is that parallelism is barely covered. As described above, Conlon gives 
an excellent guide to how the language supports concurrent programming and points 
out that concurrent computations may be executed in parallel, but ignores issues 
which are important to parallel evaluation, such as granularity, and never properly 
discusses why the design of PARLOG makes it more amenable to parallel evaluation 
than PROLOG-like logic programming languages. 
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In his preface, Conlon describes PARLOG programmers as a small elite who 
represent the modern equivalents of those earlier pioneers who heralded past 
revolutions in computing. Having read this book, I hope that he is wrong. Forcing 
programmers to think about concurrency places a great deal of extra work on them. 
A%pects of concurrency such as synchronisation, communication, $ranular&y, and 
deadlock avoidance all have to be considered to a 
aspects, such as granularity, affect “only” the perFormance, 
ammer must have an understand 
lying architecture: the optimum 
wilf be different to that of another. Other 
semantics and require the p rammer to think very 
behaviour of the program. 
nondeterministic, which makes the program 
the error3 is extreme1 
ave diff~rentl~ each ti 
!&4ost programmers will use a parallel X 
they want to sped up the execution time of th 
in concurrency in itself and ideally the 
having to worry about it. Unfortunate 
In his forward to this book Steve G 
.* 
_. . the PARLW~ programmer natural1 
terms of processes sending messag 
h problems writing correct serial code in a productive manner without takin 
on the extra load of thinking about parallelism. The promise of declarative (func- 
is that it will free the parallel 
rallellism will be extracted and o 
avoidance, synchronisation, communication and to some extent 
be dealt with by the system, rather than by tSte programmer* Of course, this pfaees 
extra burdens on the underlying system (the compilers and run-time system), but 
it is a goal worth pursuing and considerable progress has been made towards it in 
teecent years. I hope that PARLOG will be seen as one avenue xplored on the road 
to this goal, rather than as a goal in itself. 
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